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IPPP/06/60, DCPT/06/120, DESY 06-133Illuminating the Hidden Setor of String Theoryby Shining Light through a Magneti FieldSteven A. Abel,1 Joerg Jaekel,2 Valentin V. Khoze,1 and Andreas Ringwald21Centre for Partile Theory, Durham University, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK2Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, GermanyMany models of physis beyond the Standard Model predit miniharged partiles to whih urrentand near future low-energy experiments are highly sensitive. Suh miniharges arise generially fromkineti-mixing in theories ontaining at least two U(1) gauge fators. Here, we point out that therequired multiple U(1) fators, the size of kineti-mixing, and suitable matter representations toallow for a detetion in the near future our naturally in the ontext of string theory embeddingsof the Standard Model. A detetion of miniharged partiles in a low energy experiment wouldlikely be a signal of an underlying string theory and may provide a means of testing it.PACS numbers: 11.25.-w, 11.25.Wx, 12.20.-m, 14.80.-jThe absorption probability and the propagation speedof polarized light propagating in a magneti �eld maydepend on the relative orientation of the polarization andthe magneti �eld. These e�ets are known as vauummagneti dihroism and birefringene, respetively.In 2006, the PVLAS ollaboration [1℄ reported ananomalously large rotation of the polarization plane oflight after its passage through a transverse magneti �eldin vauum. In Ref. [2℄, it was shown that suh a signalmay be originating from the dihroism aused by pairprodution of miniharged fermions of sub-eV mass andfrational eletri harge. More reent measurements bythe PVLAS ollaboration with an improved apparatus[3℄ did not on�rm this signal. Aordingly these newmeasurements provide a bound of roughly [4, 5, 6℄� � Qf=e . few � 10�7; for mf . 0:1 eV: (1)This is the best known laboratory bound on the exis-tene of light miniharged partiles demonstrating thatoptial experiments are a powerful tool to searh for suhpartiles.Moreover, motivated by the initial PVLAS result ithas been demonstrated that miniharged partiles andhidden-setor U(1) gauge bosons an also be searhed forin a variety of other low-energy laboratory experimentsand signi�ant improvements in the sensitivity are ex-peted in the near future (see disussion at the end ofthe paper).In this letter, we argue that models with minihargedfermions an naturally and generially arise in stringtheory. Detetion of miniharged partiles would there-fore not only address the fundamental question of hargequantization, but also provide insight into the underlyingtheory of nature.Partiles with a small, unquantized harge arise verynaturally in so-alled paraphoton [7℄ models, ontaining,beyond the usual eletromagneti U(1) gauge fator, atleast one additional hidden-setor U(1) fator. The basiobservation is that partiles with paraharge get an in-dued eletri harge proportional to some small mixing

angle between the kineti terms of photons and parapho-tons [8℄. Moreover, in models ontaining more than oneparaphoton with at least one paraphoton being exatlymassless and one light, keV� m0 6= 0, the prohibitivelystrong astrophysial bounds on the frational harge,� . 2�10�14, formf . few keV, arising from energy lossonsiderations of stars [9℄, an be relaxed onsiderably.In a simple model analysed in [10℄, there are two parapho-tons: one massless and one light, and the fermion trans-forms in the bifundamental representation of these twoU(1) fators. In vauum, the fermion aquires an eletriharge � due to a kineti-mixing between the photon andthe two paraphotons. Importantly, however, this eletriharge is redued in the stellar plasma by a multiplia-tive fator m20=!2p, where !p � few keV is the plasmafrequeny. This harge sreening mehanism is ausedby a partial anellation between two paraphotons inter-ating with the bifundamental fermion [10℄. The vauumvalue (1) is therefore perfetly ompatible with astro-physial bounds (as well as osmologial bounds basedon big bang nuleosynthesis) as long asm0 . 0:1 eV: (2)This minimal model an be supplemented by an axion-like spin-zero partile, oupled to the minihargedfermions [10℄. A triangle diagram then leads to a ouplingof the axion-like partile to two photons. The resultingprodution of axion-like partiles gives an additional (tothe one from miniharged fermions) ontribution to thevauum magneti dihroism and birefringene. One anthen expet to have observable e�ets with even smallervalues of �, while still not being in onit with astro-physis.The purpose of this letter is to point out that the re-quired multiple U(1) fators, the size of kineti-mixing,and suitable matter representations to allow for detetionin near future experiments our very naturally withinthe ontext of realisti extensions of the Standard Model(SM) based on string theory. It is a feature of our ap-proah that we do not onstrut a model spei�ally for
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f(a) ��A�a A�b(b)FIG. 1: (a) One-loop diagram whih ontributes to kineti-mixing in �eld theory, and (b) its equivalent in open stringtheory (from Ref. [14℄).the purpose of produing miniharged partiles but in-stead argue that the required miniharged partiles area generi, but also testable predition of a large lass ofstring theory models.Let us begin by realling the essentials of gauge kineti-mixing. It arises generally in theories that have, in addi-tion to some visible U(1)a, at least one other additionalU(1)b fator in a hidden setor. In the basis in whih theinteration terms have the anonial form, the pure gaugepart of the Lagrangian for an arbitrary U(1)a�U(1)b the-ory an be written as (generalization to more than oneadditional U(1) fator is straightforward)Lgauge = �14F��(a)F(a)���14F��(b)F(b)��+�2F��(a)F(b)�� ; (3)where � parametrizes the mixing. This parameter is di-retly linked to harge shifts. Notably, starting for exam-ple with two fermion speies fa and fb with harges (e; 0)and (0; e), respetively, under U(1)a � U(1)b, one �ndsthat their harges, after diagonalization of the gauge ki-neti term, are shifted by the amount� ' �; (4)to leading order in �� 1 [8℄. In other words, the hiddensetor fermion fb piks up a small harge � ' � underthe visible setor U(1)a.In view of the urrent experimental sensitivity, the fol-lowing question immediately arises in this ontext:Are there theoretially appealing and phenomenologi-ally viable theories whih naturally lead to a value of� ' � � 10�7 for the kineti-mixing parameter?We will argue that the answer is yes. Many SMextensions, and indeed most extensions oming fromstring theory, predit additional hidden U(1) fatorswhih an give rise to the kineti-mixing phenomenon(e.g., [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄).In the ontext of �eld theory, a non-zero value of �an be indued quite generally at the one-loop level whenthere are states whih are simultaneously harged underboth the visible U(1) and the hidden U(1) fators [8℄(f. the �eld theory diagram in Fig. 1(a)). The expetedmagnitude of � in the �eld theory setting may be es-timated [8, 11℄ by onsidering the ontribution of twofermions with harges (ea; eb) and (ea;�eb) and masses

m and m0, respetively. Their joint ontribution to � isgiven by [8℄ � ' �eaeb=(6�2)� log (m0=m) ; (5)and an be of order 10�7, for natural values ofeaeb=(4�) � �, with � = e2=(4�) being the eletro-magneti �ne-struture onstant, and nearly degener-ate masses, m0=m � 1:0002. Kineti-mixing ould beavoided in suh theories if the partile spetrum has somepartiular properties, as disussed in Ref. [11℄. For exam-ple, if one or both of the U(1) gauge fators sits withinan unbroken non-abelian gauge symmetry, then kineti-mixing is not possible simply beause of the traelessnessof the generators.In the string theory ontext (e.g., [17℄), the story ismore subtle and more varied, but quite generally thereare lear hints that string theory naturally leads to a gen-eration of � 6= 0 [11, 12, 13, 14, 16℄, and an naturallygive values of the right order of magnitude. The expetedsize of � in a partiular string theory setting an be in-vestigated by performing the equivalent one-loop stringtheory alulation (f. Fig. 1(b)).Weakly oupled heteroti losed string models (inwhih the string sale,Ms � 5�1017 GeV, is lose to thePlank sale, MP = 1:2 � 1019 GeV) were treated thisway in Ref. [11℄. In these models, even if the partiularstring vauum does not have the U(1) expliitly embed-ded in a non-abelian group, there remains a \memory"of the underlying non-abelian struture, and the ontri-butions vanish at leading order. Nevertheless, variouse�ets below the string sale reintrodue kineti-mixing.In partiular, low energy supersymmetry (SUSY) break-ing will always split the matter multiplets ontributing tothe kineti-mixing by an amount of order the supersym-metry breaking sale in the hidden setor. If supersym-metry breaking is mediated by gravity, then the latter isroughly MSUSY � 1011 GeV and � � 10�7 an naturallybe obtained [11℄.Other interesting lasses of string models are mostlybased on on�gurations of Dirihlet (D)-branes and/oruxes. (Dp branes are membrane-like objets with pspatial dimensions, where open strings an be attahed,thereby beoming matter and gauge �elds.) Partiu-larly interesting are the intermediate sale models withMs � pMWMP � 1011 GeV. The so-alled bottom-upapproah [18, 19℄ is a good way to asertain general prop-erties of these models; the idea is to �x the gauge proper-ties of the SM or minimal supersymmetri SM (MSSM)loally in the ompati�ed spae using D-branes, with-out �xing the global details of the ompati�ation. Thelatter have only a minor a�et on the visible setor phe-nomenology and may vary. However, the global set-upalmost ertainly requires anti-D-branes in the bulk whihabsorb ertain types of unwanted tadpoles but leave su-persymmetry broken. Inevitably, these set-ups preditkineti-mixing and therefore the existene of miniharged
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FIG. 2: Kineti-mixing in open string models with SUSYbreaking on \hidden" branes. The visible setor onsists ofa phenomenologially well determined supersymmetri on-�guration of D3-branes at a �xed point in the 6 dimensionalompat manifold, possibly with D7-branes passing throughto anel loal tadpoles. Global absene of tadpoles is as-sumed to require additional branes and/or anti-branes in thebulk. Closed string interations are mediated from hiddento visible setor by ylinder diagrams, and are equivalent toFig. 1(b).partiles [13, 14℄. This phenomenon generally arises inthese models beause the hidden setor of D-branes inthe bulk arry additional hidden U(1) fators (possiblyemerging from U(N)), whih interat with the visiblesetor MSSM branes by exhanging losed string modesthrough the bulk (f. Fig. 2). Suh a losed string ex-hange (a ylinder diagram) an also be interpreted inthe \open string hannel" as a kineti-mixing diagramas shown in Fig. 1(b); the one-loop open string diagramhas a heavy string in the loop strethed between braneand anti-brane. The masses of the modes in the loopare given by their strething energy proportional to theirlength (i.e. the distane between brane and anti-brane).The reason, the one-loop ontributions do not anel,is that the presene of anti-branes breaks supersymme-try, whih is in fat integral to this partiular senario.Consequently there is a residual ontribution to kineti-mixing and hene �, whih is again given by the amountof supersymmetry breaking.Consider non-degenerate radii, with our three in�-nite dimensions, d + p � 3 large dimensions of radiusRi=4::p+d = R, and 9 � d � p small spae dimensionsof radius Ri=p+d+1::10 = r, with the visible and hiddensetors living on staks of Dp-branes wrapping the smalldimensions (where p � 3), and with the distane betweenhidden and visible branes being generially of size theompat dimension. The result for the mixing parame-ter when the hidden U(1)b is unbroken an be writtenas [13℄� � ��pN XaXb�2(8�p)=2�p MsMP � 2(5�p)6�p �Rr � d�p+36�p :(6)(For the present disussion the spatial dimensions of thebranes is assumed to be p for both visible and hiddensetors; for the more general set-up, see Ref. [13℄.) The

integerN is a fator orresponding to the ZN point-groupsymmetry of the �xed point, a typial value being N = 3.Xa;b represent fators oming from the traes of Chan-Paton matries in the vertex operators for photon emis-sion o� the open string loop, orresponding to the rossesin Figs. 1(b), 2; typially Xa;b � 1, but we will ommentmore preisely on the meaning of these fators below. Fi-nally, �p is the value of the gauge oupling, for whih onemay take �p � 1=24 (the MSSM uni�ation value). Forexample if p = d = 3, then� ' 5� 10�10 (R=r) �Ms=1011GeV� 43 ; (7)so that an R=r � 104 would give the right value. Varyingp � 3 and d, there is onsiderable freedom to redue theratio R=r, whilst still having � � 10�7 (f. Fig. 3). (Notethat the strong bounds on Ms obtained in [13℄ from theastrophysial bounds on � do not apply in general due tothe harge sreening mehanism proposed in [10℄.)Before ontinuing with the generi onsideration of vol-ume and sale dependene, we should briey digress, toonsider a subtle and somewhat tehnial issue, namelythe question of whether suh U(1)s an remain massless(or at least very muh lighter than the string sale) butstill kinetially mix1. This is a deliate question beausethe kineti-mixing diagram is also the diagram for a massterm mixing visible and hidden photons, and the one-loopopen string diagrams one evaluates in fat orrespond totwo terms in the Lagrangian of the formm2abAa�A�b + �abF (a)�� F (b)�� : (8)The mass term mab is a St�ukelberg mass mixing, whihis assoiated with mixed anomalies and their anellationvia the Green-Shwarz mehanism [21, 22℄. Anomaly freeU(1)s must have mab = 0. (Also note that U(1)s thatare anomaly-free in 4d may still get St�ukelberg massesdue to 6d anomalies.) In the seond term, �ab is thekineti mixing parameter. Sine both of the terms inEq. (8) arise from the same diagram, how an �ab benon-vanishing in an anomaly free theory where mab = 0?The answer is that in order to get a ontribution tothe St�ukelberg mass one has to extrat a 1=k2 pole fromthe appropriate one-loop integral. From the losed stringpoint of view this orresponds to the St�ukelberg massonly getting ontributions from massless losed stringmodes. Suh ontributions are blind to the loation inthe ompat dimensions of the di�erent soures. Thenon-pole ontributions in this integral gives rise to �ab.Importantly these ontributions to �ab are from bothmassless and massive Kaluza Klein modes. The latterertainly do are about the loation of the soures in theompat dimensions, and so ontributions to �ab do not1 We thank Mark Goodsell for extensive input and ollaboration onthese and related issues whih are disussed in detail in Ref. [20℄.
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FIG. 3: Possible values for the kineti-mixing parameter �,as a funtion of the string sale, in the bottom-up approahdisussed in the text. Values in the shaded region above theblak (lower) and blue (upper) lines are predited in modelswith D3- and D4-branes, respetively, for R=r � 1. The red(vertial) line gives the largest string sale allowed by phe-nomenology in these models. The area above the green solid(horizontal) line is exluded by urrent experiments searhingfor miniharged partiles while the green dashed line gives anidea of the expeted sensitivity in the near future.generally anel even though the ontributions to mabmust. Therefore � arises for U(1)s that are anomalyfree provided that the anomaly-free ombination is frombranes that are loated at di�erent points or wrappingdi�erent yles.This is in fat generi in large volume ompati�a-tions. For example for branes parallel to orientifoldplanes, the anomaly-free U(1) omes from the originalbrane plus its displaed orientifold image, and the twoontributions to kineti mixing do not anel. In a fu-ture publiation [20℄, this will be on�rmed by showingexpliit onstrutions where kineti mixing ours be-tween anomaly-free U(1)s even if they ome purely fromD-branes in ompletely supersymmetri and tadpole-freeon�gurations.Let us now return to the generi impliations for thevolume and sale dependene that an be derived fromEq. (6), and omment on the fermion setor. A ruialingredient for the eletri harge sreening mehanism inthe stellar plasma is that there have to be two hidden se-tor U(1)s, and the hidden setor fermions have to haveharge (0; e;�e) under the visible and the two hiddensetor U(1) fators, respetively [10℄. Note that this isgeneri in open string models with hidden D-brane se-tors, sine hidden setor �elds arising from open stringsstrethed between hidden setor branes naturally fall intothe bifundamental represention of the two hidden setorU(1)'s.The remaining question is whether there is any rea-son to expet the mass of the miniharged partiles to be� 0:1 eV or smaller, and indeed there is. Sine one of theU(1)s is by assumption unbroken, it is natural to expetsome fermions on the hidden brane to be initially mass-less. However, as we have seen, the U(1)b mixes with the

FIG. 4: Two-loop indued fermion masses in the hidden se-tor are diretly related to the supersymmetry breaking. Thedashed lines and gauge bosons are all strethed between vis-ible and hidden branes, while the internal propagator is afermion mass propagator of order 1 TeV.visible setor symmetries, and of ourse here the MSSMrequires mass terms, namely the �-term for the Higgs.Generally, these indue two-loop mass terms in the hid-den setor, as shown in Fig. 4. These ontributions arediluted by the same volume fators (Vjj; V?) that ausethe dilution of gravity, given by [23℄M2s =M2P � �2p Vjj=V? ; (9)at one-loop the strethed states get a mass-splitting (theinner loop of Fig. 4) of order (Vjj=V?)M2s =� ; where� � 1 TeV, and at two-loops the diagram reeives an-other volume fator Vjj=V?. In total, therefore, the massindued in the hidden setor ismhidden = ��4p (M6s =M4P �) � ��4p (M2W =MP ) ; (10)whih is roughly of the right order of magnitude for �p �1=24. Note, that no new sales beyond what is assumedfor the MSSM have been introdued. The onlusionis quite general: sub eV masses are indued for hiddensetor fermions if there are fermions with mass � 1 TeVin the visible setor.Therefore, both losed and open string models notonly predit the neessary extra U(1) fators and orretfermion representation, but an also aommodate valuesof the kineti-mixing parameter and fermion masses thatmay allow for detetion in the near future.As far as the gauge boson mass is onerned, the goodnews is that, naturally, a Higgs appears in the bifunda-mental representation of the hidden U(1)s, leaving au-tomatially one mixed U(1) massless, as required in theharge sreening mehanism of [10℄. It remains to be seenwhether one an ome up with a mehanism, perhapsbased on aidental symmetries, to stabilize its small sub-eV sale (f. Eq. (2)). Finally, there may still be roomfor an additional light spin-zero partile oupled to thehidden setor fermions whih ould then play the role ofan axion-like partile [10, 24℄.There are a number of exiting possibilities to test suha senario in laboratory experiments, allowing for experi-mental insights into string theory with less model depen-dene than astrophysial or osmologial onsiderations.The existene of miniharged partiles an be tested [2℄by improving the sensitivity of instruments for the de-tetion of vauum magneti birefringene and dihro-ism [1, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30℄. Another sensitive tool
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